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Learning Objectives

Upon completion of this program, 
participants will be able to:

1. Name at least three common issue-
specific psychoenergetic reversals

2. Describe at least two PR assessment 
approaches

3. Describe at least two PR intervention 
strategies
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And Why Should I Care?

Because attending to such factors as 

psychoenergetic reversals can 

significantly enhance the chances 

of treatment success

           

The Comprehensive Energy 
Psychology (CEP) Model

ACEP’s CEP Program uses a 6-step model:

1. Attuning to the client

2. Assessing and treating systemic energetic 
interference, or SEI

3. Identifying the goal and the focus of treatment

4. Identifying and treating psychoenergetic 

reversals

5. Doing a round of treatment

6. Assessing progress and determining the next step
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Major Treatment Success 
Saboteurs

1. There is insufficient attunement with the client.

2. The client’s system isn’t energetically ready to benefit 
from treatment.

3. The focus of treatment isn’t specific enough or is in the 
wrong direction.

4. The client has psychoenergetic reversals that 
block his/her efforts to resolve the issue.

5. The treatment method is not optimized.

6. Treatment ends before the issue is fully resolved, OR 
a new, positive state, belief or behavior is not 
established to replace the neutralized one. 

           

What Is a Psychoenergetic 
Reversal?

Simply put, it’s a block or objection to 
implementing a desired change.

Conversely, the effect of clearing PRs is 
to create at all levels—psychospiritual, 
emotional and physioenergetic—
permission to succeed at treating a 
specific issue.
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Or…Why the Nike Approach 
Doesn’t Work

If people could “just do it,” they 

would.  If you are at least moderately 

motivated to make a change, and 

you aren’t doing it, there must be 

something in the way—there must be 

a block of some kind.

           

Related Concepts

• Acupuncture: Meridian Reversal 

• John Diamond:  Reversal of the Body 
Morality

• Roger Callahan: Psychological Reversal

• Hover-Kramer & Gruder:
Psychoenergetic Reversal

• Gruder: Objections to Success
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One Psychological View:
The Critical Voice

• It begins to form at around 12 to 18 

months, with the beginning of 

socialization

• Its function is to act as a protector

• It coalesces at about age 4

           

Characteristics of the 
Critical Voice

Because it coalesces around age 4, it has the 
normal developmental characteristics of a 4-year-
old child:

• Is not yet capable of adult logic, so much 
of its reasoning is irrational

• Uses concrete, black/white thinking

• Engages in magical thinking

• Is egocentric
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Characteristics of the 
Critical Voice (cont.)

• Is punishment-oriented

• Makes and enforces rigid rules

• Has a nonlinear view of time

• Is not bothered by contradictions

• Is hope-phobic

• Catastrophizes 

• Would rather feel in control (and responsible) 

than feel powerless

           

Psychological Reversals and the 
Critical Voice

The critical voice

• Is the source of all resistance in therapy 

and in life

• Is the source of all negative thinking 

and most negative feelings

• Is the psychological container for PRs
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Three Levels of PRs

• Issue-Specific
– A conscious or non-conscious belief about why one can’t 

or shouldn’t get over a particular issue (or become fully 

resonant with a desired state/belief/behavior)

• Global
– A PR that cuts across and influences multiple issues (e.g., 

I want to die, it’s impossible for me to be healed)

• Completely (Mini)
– A belief that it’s okay to make progress with a specific 

issue but not okay to be fully over it (or to become fully 

resonant with a desired state/belief/behavior)

           

Examples of Common Issue-
Specific PRs

• It’s impossible for me to heal my [problem].

• It’s not safe for me to heal my [problem].

• It won’t be safe for one or more other people if I heal 
my [problem].

• I don’t deserve to heal my [problem].

• I won’t know who I am if I heal my [problem].

• If I heal my [problem], I will never have justice 

(closure, peace).
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More Common Issue-Specific PRs

• I don’t want to heal my [problem].

• I’m not willing to heal my [problem].

• I’ll be deprived if I heal my [problem].

• I won’t know how to act toward other 
people/move in the world if I heal my [problem].

• I don’t give myself permission to heal my 
[problem].

           

Ideosyncratic PRs

Some PRs stem from specific events or fears 

from a client’s history and are unique to that 
person.  

One way to identify these PRs is to “peel the 

onion.”  Start with the generic PR that seems to 
fit the best and ask the client to fill in the blank:  

for example, “It’s not safe to get over this 

problem because ______.”  Then follow this 

thread to see if the client can find the 
ideosyncratic PR.
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Basic Test for PRs

BASIC TEST: 

“I have at least one PR (psychoenergetic reversal) to 
being (completely) over this problem.” 

versus

“I have no PR (psychoenergetic reversal) to being 
(completely) over this problem.” 

IF THE BASIC TEST REVEALS THAT AT LEAST ONE 

PR IS PRESENT then

use an assessment strategy to identify the first one to be 
treated.

           

Three PR Assessment Strategies

1. Muscle Test: Always test for a PR as a pair of 

statements.  Go down a catalogued list (for example, 

slides 14-15) and test them one by one until you find 

one that locks to the negative:

I don’t deserve to completely heal my guilt. 

vs. 

I do deserve to completely heal my guilt.

Treat the first PR that you find. Go back to the basic test 

to see if there is at least one more.  If so, continue 
identifying and treating PRs until MT confirms that no 

more are active at this time.
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PR Assessment Strategies (cont.)

2. Interview: Ask the client what stands in the way of 

having 100% inner permission to succeed at fully 

clearing the issue (or fully embedding their desired 

state/intention/ belief/behavior).  Confirm with MT.

3. Cost-Benefit Analysis: What are the risks and 

benefits of succeeding?  What are the risks and 

benefits of keeping the problem?  What’s the downside 

of healing this problem?

           

Three PR Intervention Strategies

1. “One Size Fits All”:  Treat several common PRs 
as though they might apply by using a 
comprehensive statement.

2. Treatment of Individual, Catalogued PRs:  MT a 
standard list of PRs and treat only those that MT 
confirms as active.

3. Fully Customized Diagnosis and Treatment of 
PRs:  Use client self-report and MT to teach you 
both about your client’s unique PRs.  Can also use 
MT to identify the best treatment point(s) and/or an 
individualized affirmation.
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Comprehensive Approach to 
Clearing PRs

While tapping on side of hand or rubbing NLR points, say the following: 

Even though I have this [problem],

and even if it’s impossible for me to completely heal my [problem],

and even if it’s not safe for me to completely heal my [problem],

and even if I don’t deserve to completely heal my [problem],

and even if I won’t know who I am if I completely heal it,

and even if part of me doesn’t want to give it up,
and even if [fill in any other blocks or negative attitudes you're aware of] 

and even if I have other blocks to completely healing it,

I deeply and completely love and accept myself,

honor and respect myself, 

and I forgive myself for having [name the problem],

and for holding on to it all this time,

and I release others who contributed to it.

           

Basic Formula for Individual 
Treating PRs

• Affirmation using the treatment statements:
“Even though

[state the reversed belief]
[statement of self-acceptance].”

+

• Activation: while simultaneously stimulating one 
or more treatment points

+

• Duration: for the time it takes to repeat the 
treatment statement three times (once for the 
Comprehensive Reversal Correction)
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Diagnosis and Treatment of 
Catalogued PRs

• Go down a list of catalogued PRs and clear 
the FIRST PR you find
• Have client say the correction statement 3 times while 

activating one or more treatment points.

• Confirm that the intervention corrected the 
PR
• Re-test the identified PR to see if it cleared. 

• Check for any additional PRs
• Repeat the basic test on slide 17 (“I have at least one 

PR…”) to see if all PRs have now been cleared.

           

Fully Customized Diagnosis and 
Treatment of PRs

To customize the diagnosis and correction of PRs, do 

any or all of the following: 

• Check for idiosyncratic PRs not on the 

predesigned list.

• Construct a unique statement of the PR and/or 

the affirmation.

• MT to find the best correction point for that 
specific PR.
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Common PR Treatment Points

When in doubt, start with one or both of the 

following:

• Neurolymphatic reflex (NLR) point(s)

• Side of hand (SI 3)

Other common treatment points include:

• Under lip (CV 24)

• Under nose (GV 26)

• Back of hand (TE 3)

• Collarbone (K 27)

           

Holding the Risks with Grace
(with thanks to David Gruder)

Have the client think about the issue and write the 

following:

Risks if I Succeed at 

Treating This Issue

Risks if This Issue 

Continues in My Life

• What I might have to deal 
with in me or others

• What I might have to give up

• What I might have to do 
differently

• Difficult choices I might have 
to make

• Prices I am already paying 
for having this issue

• Additional prices I might 
have to pay in the future if 

this issue continues
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Holding the Risks with Grace (cont.)

• Have the client put both hands in front of them side 
by side with palms facing up.  Have them imagine that 
the “Risks if I Succeed” list is in one hand and the “Risks 
if I Fail” list is in the other hand.

• Have them begin tapping the side-of-hand acupoints
against each other as they focus on both sets of risks.

• Ask the client:  Do you now feel larger than both sets of 
risks?  Do you now feel inner permission to succeed with 
self-treating this issue despite the risks? (If not, MT to 
select a different treatment point or use a full treatment 
protocol on this…or decide whether other preparation 
must occur before treating this issue.)

           

Next Steps

After applying whatever clearing method you 
choose, remember to recheck the basic test 

statement (“I have at least one PR…”) or check the 
inner felt sense for permission to succeed.

If permission has been achieved, proceed to 
treating the issue itself.

If not, treat the next PR or risk that you sense is 
most blocking the permission to succeed.

In some cases, the PR is so pervasive that the 
basic formula is not enough, and it will need to 

become a treatment focus in its own right.
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Why Is Addressing PRs Important?

Sometimes a target issue will “clear”
simply as a result of addressing

one or more PRs.

The target issue is always easier
to treat when PRs are addressed first.

           

Demonstration of Customized PR 

Diagnosis and Treatment

Start with the basic test for PRs:

• With client tuned into the problem, MT “I have at least one PR to 
being (completely) over this problem” versus “I have no PR to 
being (completely) over this problem.”

MT paired diagnostic statements for PRs:

• Example: “It’s impossible…” versus “It is possible…”
• Can also MT which treatment point is the most useful one

Identify the first PR and clear it:

• Have client say the affirmation 3 times while activating one or 
more treatment points.

Confirm that the intervention corrected the PR:

• Re-test the identified PR to see if it cleared. 

Check for any additional PRs:

• Re-test the basic diagnostic statements (“I have at least one 
PR…”) to see if all PRs have now been cleared.
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Evaluation

1. Name at least three common issue-

specific psychoenergetic reversals.

2. Describe at least two PR assessment 

approaches.

3. Describe at least two PR intervention 

strategies.

 

 

 

Contact information: 

Lynn Mary Karjala, Ph.D., DCEP 
11205 Alpharetta Hwy, Ste. A-4 

Roswell, GA 30076 USA 
770-754-0751 

lynnkarjala@gmail.com 
www.karjala.com 
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Healing Everyday Traumas 
Understanding Trauma and 

Dissociation 
Taming Trauma Beasties 


